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About This Game

Street Level is a minimalist cyberpunk themed card game, with a pulse pounding soundtrack. Gameplay consists of deciding
whether to accept jobs, fights, stat upgrades, and etc., all while trying to raise your reputation level. The player wins upon

reaching reputation level 12.
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The game just freezes my pc up and i have to force close it.. Overall it was a good game at the time, offering many new features
that other games lacked. But tons of bugs and poor implementation of some features makes this game inferior to more
"modern" options such as the sequel 7.62 also available on Steam.

I remember playing this game several years ago, just before I got my copy of 7.62 High Calibre. I really like some of the
features that Brigade E5 included, such as SPM and the weapons selection and customization. But the game was plagued with a
lot of bugs that would make you want to pull your hair out. And even after all of these years, a lack of patches or bug fixes will
have the game leaving a sour taste in your mouth.

If you like this style of game but want some "improvements", I would suggest you get 7.62 High Calibre and install the Blue Sun
Mod (BSM) which includes the unofficial patch. That game offers newer graphics and better stability (mostly), newer UI and
improvements to previous features, new weapons and locations, and a ton of other stuff.

Some of the biggest complaints that I have about Brigade E5:

1) When leaving items in the bank vault, for some reason any stacked items disappear. For example, if I have 5 boxes of M882
ammunition in the vault, coming back to the vault after a day or so of game time will cause the stack of 5 boxes to magically
turn into one box. This tested same with magazines, armor, weapons, anything that was stacked.

2) Your weapons get dirty super-fast, to the point where it's simply \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. For
example, just moving from one map sector to another and your weapons can gather up 3-9% dirt. Even weapons that were
stored in your backpack and have never been fired will still accumulate dirt rather fast. It's as if your characters are spending
several hours a day intentionally crawling through mud and muck, and shoving dirt into their rucksacks for no good reason.

3) The bank system itself seems flawed, as your money frequently "gets stolen" when the bank is robbed. Doesn't matter if you
had $5,000 or $500,000 in the bank, every few days it seems a robbery makes all that cash go poof. So while the thought of
earning interest is tempting, the risk of losing it all makes it useless.

4) The lack of a centralized storage method means you'll often times be hauling tons of stuff to the opposite side of the map just
to drop off equipment that you plan to save for future merc hires. And if you need to equip new gear for a specific mission, that
still means a lot of walking. When combined with the above-mentioned vault bug, you're pretty much better off just selling
everything you're not currently using and buying it when you do need it (if it's even available).

5) Enemies tend to spawn in or glitch through terrain, sometimes placing them in locations where they can shoot you easily yet
you can't seem to hit them at all. Or enemies that "hide" inside of terrain making it impossible to hit them, but they can drop out
and shoot you in the nuts when they're good and ready.

6) Hired mercs give absolutely zero warning when their contracts are about to end. You'll be marching down the road to your
next mission objective when suddenly they say they're leaving, give you no time to extend their contract. At least in 7.62 HC the
game will pause and a warning message pops up informing you that they'll be leaving in 24 hours, which gives you plenty of
time to either extend their contract or at least drop them off in a location where they can be easily found later should you choose
to rehire them.

I guess I could actually keep going on and on with bugs, flawed game mechanics, etc. And that's likely because I am fairly
biased towards 7.62 HC after having played it for a while. My general opinion is that Brigade E5 was a decent game at the time,
and showed a lot of potential. If you're a fan of 7.62 High Calibre already, or just a fan of the Jagged Alliance games, you
should play at least a few hours of Brigade E5 even if solely as a means of education and novelty.

In regards to my recommendation to play the game, I'll say yes it's worth playing, even if just to see for yourself.. If you're
looking for a game that brings a balance of wanting to bash your skull against a concrete wall and being stubborn enough to keep
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bashing your head against it until you break on through to the other side, this game is for you!

If you're not the head-bashing type, there is a feature called Assist Mode which allows you to creatively use a sledgehammer to
break through the wall instead.

As a head-bashing type, I would fully recommend this game to anyone regardless of age, gaming experience, or head-bashing
desire and rate this game a solid 10\/10.. best dlc that ever existed 0\/0. Why bother with the boring default cat girl hair when
you can purchase the obviously superior Fox Girl hair?. i liked it but now i have a windows. It's exciting at first, but then it gets
boring.
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This game was hard to play in 3 different senses.
1; Terrible movement\/feel. The camera rolls around when you move like you're on a rolercoaster.
2; The game, the story is bad and lackluster.
3; The camera is blurry, out of focus if you will, I felt nauseous after about 5 minutes of gameplay. I still feel sick, I had to go
outside for 5 minutes to get some fresh air after finishing the 25 minute long game.

This game was weird, and not in a good way.
The game touches on a few issues. Alchoholism, suicide. Not that touching on a few controversial subjects makes the game
good.
I can't be a motivational speaker for saying "I dislike alchoholism and something should be done about it!".

Just a generally\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor story, it seems like something a 10 year old would throw together,
I mean the ending was just... what.
The game gave of the feel of 'The Pareto Principle'.
The ending which is 10% of the game felt like 90% of the game.
And that's not good.

The game is just poor in every way. It feels like a demo, an idea for a grander game. It feels like something someone might throw
together over the period of half a month in their freetime while in school.
The game includes spelling errors, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 graphics, nauseating camera movement, horrible
controls, no story and more!

It is not easy to make a review for this game.
Just don't buy it. Terrible graphics, no story, bad voice acting. ~20 minutes of gameplay for 5$.
The short description on Steam makes the game sound like something completely different. The screenshots on Steam makes it look
like a beautiful game.
It's all lies.

. This is a vary good DLC. There are quite a few scenarios from Bristol Templemeads, through the Severn tunnel and onto Cardiff
via Newport. Thee scenery is vary nice and the gameplay is vary smooth; I was getting from 25-60 fpm.

I enjoyed drving the green GWR Intercity 125.

I was 5 minutes late getting into Newport and was "fined" -1700 points in Career! Wow!

A great DLC that I recommend.. Love this game played it allot growing up and its so nice to see it back, my only complaint is my
ship keeps bouncing up and down rapidly anyone have this issue at all? its minimal but just enough to make steering difficult and
shooting annoying.
. This game is very poorly optimised and runs at about 10fps on PC that runs much more graphically intense games like Rayman
Legends flawlessly.. Dies Irae is about a group of Nazis survivors of WW2 performing a magic ritual in Japan using human
sacrifices to fulfill their every wish.
The main character Fuji Ren tries to fight them off after receiving a special power.
Story is great, characters are interesting and engaging, voice acting is top-notch, music is great as well.
Totally recommended.. A cute and fun way to pass the time ^-^. The puzzles are really fun, and the art is great. I bought this game
on a whim during the French Indie sale.

From the first minute onwards the game does a great job of giving back the atmosphere of the classic survival horror games from
the late 90's, while sporting graphics that don't make the connection seem forced. Just like in Clock Tower combat is not possible, the
only option is to run and hide. There are only three hide spots in the entire game though, and I didn't have to visit them very often.
The puzzles were fun, but pretty few, which I guess is because of the episode formatting. Also the entire plot becomes known within
the first 15 minutes of play time, which could have been a bit more stretched. Maybe there will be some twists left.

All in all the game was extremely fascinating to play, but fell a little short. I'm definitely getting episode 2 on release.
. Would this be one of my top three Nancy Drew games? No. But do I recommend it? Yes. The location is quite nice as the Lodge
feels cozy and it is fun doing snow related tasks.
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The only things one may not like is the compulsory maid duties like making meals.

The puzzles are varied, the guests are interesting and overall this is a solid Nancy Drew game.
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